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Abstract—A clear trend in the evolution of network-based services is the ever-increasing amount of multimedia data involved. This
trend towards big-data multimedia processing finds its natural placement together with the adoption of the cloud computing paradigm,
that seems the best solution to cope with the demands of a highly fluctuating workload that characterizes this type of services.
However, as cloud data centers become more and more powerful, energy consumption becomes a major challenge both for
environmental concerns and for economic reasons. An effective approach to improve energy efficiency in cloud data centers is to rely
on traffic engineering techniques to dynamically adapt the number of active servers to the current workload. Towards this aim, we
propose a joint computing-plus-communication optimization framework exploiting virtualization technologies, called MMGreen. Our
proposal specifically addresses the typical scenario of multimedia data processing with computationally intensive tasks and exchange
of a big volume of data. The proposed framework not only ensures users the Quality of Service (through Service Level Agreements),
but also achieves maximum energy saving and attains green cloud computing goals in a fully distributed fashion by utilizing the
DVFS-based CPU frequencies. To evaluate the actual effectiveness of the proposed framework, we conduct experiments with
MMGreen under real-world and synthetic workload traces. The results of the experiments show that MMGreen may significantly reduce
the energy cost for computing, communication and reconfiguration with respect to the previous resource provisioning strategies,
respecting the SLA constraints.
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1 INTRODUCTION

INTERNET-BASED services are evolving towards an ever-
increasing amount of multimedia content, both in terms

of number of resources (e.g., more videos and photos are
uploaded every day in Web-based multimedia sharing ap-
plications such as Flickr or Youtube) and of their size (e.g.,
higher resolution videos) [1]. For example, the number of
videos uploaded on YouTube recently reached a value in
the order of 300 hours per minute, with videos that can
be viewed both from small mobile devices or from full-
HD screens1, while Instagram is close to 60 millions of
photo uploads per day, again with resolutions reaching tens
of Mpixel2. This trend determines an evolution towards
workloads characterized by significantly increased com-
putational and communication requirements and higher
variability, with major fluctuations throughout the day. To
cope with such demands, cloud computing seems a very
promising approach, because it provides an elastic, pay-as-
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you-go pricing model that can be used to address workload
fluctuations, while the large data centers, that are typical of
cloud infrastructures, can provide the computational power
required to manage the huge amount of multimedia data of
modern applications. However, such powerful cloud com-
puting data centers must meet two separate goals. On one
hand, they should reduce as much as possible the required
energy, both for environmental reasons and to be competi-
tive from an economic point of view even when computa-
tionally intensive tasks are carried out by the infrastructure.
The impact of power consumption of such infrastructures
is well described by EPA and NDRC reports [2], [3] that
place the power consumption of data centers in the last
years to 1.5% of the global demands (roughly comparable
to the power consumption of countries such as Italy or
Spain) and these numbers are expected to grow steadily
as cloud systems become more and more popular. On the
other hand, the cloud infrastructure must guarantee ade-
quate performance (in order to meet QoS requirements),
especially when resource-hungry applications with time-
varying workloads are deployed on the cloud infrastructure.
We consider the point of view of a service provider that uses
a private cloud infrastructure for the delivery of multimedia
data processing applications. Hence, the cloud provider has
not only access to the underlying cloud infrastructure for
management purposes, but also to the knowledge about
application characteristics and QoS requirements [4]. In
our specific problem, we consider a class of cloud-based
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multimedia processing applications where clients upload
contents that need to be annotated, for example to extract
gestures [5] faces [6] or emotions [7] from multimedia data.
SLA constraint is in the form of a maximum processing
time for the requests. Due to the CPU-bound nature of these
applications, energy management is critical, so we also need
to minimize the overall computational-and-communication
energy consumption [8].

Recently, researchers have focused on controlling the
energy consumption of computing resources and commu-
nication links in data centers. Specifically, an optimized
placement of computationally-intensive jobs on virtual ma-
chines (VMs) helps to increase the efficiency in CPU uti-
lization, while optimized routing over multiple paths helps
to increase efficiency in link utilization [4], [8]. This moti-
vates our choice of proposing an energy-aware framework
that considers both computational and network resource
allocation in the cloud data centers [9]. In this context,
virtualization enables the consolidation of heterogeneous
applications onto fewer physical servers, while ensuring a
fair resource allocation among competing applications. This
approach achieves higher resource utilization and reduces
energy costs by turning off under-utilized servers [10].
Furthermore, we take into account the presence of Dy-
namic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) technology
for dynamically tuning the processing frequency of the CPU
according to the incoming workload. Finally, we include in
our model a description of the data center network, to model
also the transmission-related power consumption, which is
likely to be non-negligible when large amount of data are
transferred, as typically occurs with multimedia contents.

In this paper, we propose a new optimization frame-
work, called MMGreen, to reduce the energy consumption
of computing, communication and infrastructure reconfig-
uration in a cloud data center. Our approach operates at
the granularity of a data chunk, that may be either an
image or part of a video stream, reconfiguring the cloud
infrastructure as needed. We model SLA as a constraint
on the computational and communication time to process
a data chunk. In a nutshell, the main goal of this work
is to introduce a novel framework that minimizes joint
computing-plus-communication energy in cloud data cen-
ters. Our solution, which is especially designed to work with
multimedia applications characterized by variable work-
load, takes into account the allowed discrete processing
frequencies for VMs hosted by DVFS-enabled CPU cores. It
is important to note that this feature has an internal effect on
the energy consumption of each CPU facing the incoming
workload. The CPU dynamically changes its current (i.e.,
called old) operating frequency to a new one according to its
incoming workload and to the related SLA constraints. The
new frequency is called optimum frequency; the difference
between old and optimum frequency is called reconfiguration
frequency; the reconfiguration frequency is related to an
energy cost, which is called reconfiguration cost.

Specifically, our work aims to:

• define an architectural framework and principles for
energy-efficient cloud data centers;

• develop an energy-aware resource allocation and
provisioning algorithm that improve the energy ef-

ficiency of a data center under SLA constraints;
• develop an adaptive version of the scheduling al-

gorithm for energy-efficient mapping of multimedia
data fractions over the available VMs.

Notable features of the resulting MMGreen framework are
the ease of implementation and the ability to manage time-
varying workloads at the minimal reconfiguration cost. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper addressing
all these points with such level of details in modeling the
three involved components: computation, communication
and reconfiguration.

We tested MMGreen against multiple state-of-the-art so-
lutions for data center resource allocation using both syn-
thetic and realistic workloads related to a multimedia appli-
cation deployed on a cloud infrastructure. Our results show
that MMGreen clearly outperforms the alternatives in terms
of energy savings. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis is carried
out on the main parameters of the proposed framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses the relevant related work. The system model
and architecture are defined in Section 3. The proposed
MMGreen framework is discussed in Section 4. Simulation
results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes
the paper with some final remarks.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly present a review of the most
relevant research efforts, explore the basic ideas behind
these techniques and highlight how our work complements
current research and advances in energy-efficient multime-
dia cloud systems.

In last few years multimedia applications have been
recognized to represent a major challenge for cloud com-
puting systems [11] because they place great overhead not
only on CPU and storage requirements, but also on the
communication infrastructure. Recently, most studies in the
field have proposed solutions that allow mobile devices
to access multimedia rich applications by offloading the
computing intensive tasks on the cloud servers [12], [13].
These works focus on delivering high quality multimedia
services that can guarantee the agreed QoS and save energy
on the mobile devices to increase their lifetime. However,
they do not consider the energy-related issues at the data
center level, which are particularly challenging in the con-
text of multimedia applications requiring high amounts of
CPU and bandwidth resources. On the other hand, solutions
for energy-efficient management of cloud resources do not
specifically focus on multimedia applications, as we discuss
in the rest of this section.

Most of the existing approaches for energy-saving in
cloud data center focus on scheduling jobs between com-
puting servers and providing energy efficiency by means of
some hardware techniques, such as DVFS [8], [10], [14], [15].
Schedulers that exploit this feature have been categorized
in [16] as static and sequential. STAtic Scheduler, namely
STAS, has static power consumption which is independent
of clock rates, device usage scenarios, and system status for
the energy management; although STAS does not incur any
reconfiguration cost arising from dynamic frequency scaling
and consolidation, it induces overbooking of computing
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resources [16]. On the other hand, SEquential Schedulers,
namely SES, exploit perfect future workload information, in
order to perform offline resource provisioning at the mini-
mum reconfiguration cost. Specifically, their approach [14],
[15] is to formulate the afforded minimum-cost problems
as sequential optimization problems, and solve them by
using limited look-ahead control. Hence, the effectiveness
of these solutions relies on the ability to predict accurately
future workload and the performance degrades when the
workload exhibits unpredictable fluctuations. Furthermore,
these approaches neglect the provisioning of communica-
tion resources, which are considered in our proposal.

Multiple studies apply these approaches to process large
amounts of data in a cloud-based environment: for ex-
ample [17], [18] focus on VM allocation under SLA con-
straints. However, such studies do not take into account
the communication-related aspects of the problem. The
joint analysis of the computing-plus-communication energy
consumption and online job decompositions is the focus
of GreenDCN [19] and Hybrid NetDC [20]. However, such
approaches do not consider inter-switching costs, and as-
sume a fixed end-to-end link cost, which is not realistic.
Our proposed method fixes these problems and takes into
account the communication costs under QoS constraints in
the MMGreen framework.

Finally, Cordeschi et al. [21] propose a traffic
engineering-based approach that takes into account the
data center network and aims to reduce the number of
active servers, while simultaneously balancing the result-
ing communication traffic flows. However, this work does
not consider some important elements affecting the energy
consumption of the data center, such as inter-costs for
reconfiguration among various discrete ranges of process-
ing frequencies, idle costs for the end-to-end links, and
idle discrete frequencies for each VM, while the proposed
MMGreen method takes them into account. As multimedia
workloads in a cloud environment may exhibit a signifi-
cant variability in their intensity, a detailed modeling of
frequency variations and idle states makes our approach
much more suitable for the considered application scenario.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND CONSIDERED MMGREEN
ARCHITECTURE

This section introduces the cloud data center model used
in MMGreen. Specifically, we describe the components of
the proposed architecture that is shown in Fig. 1. In sub-
section 3.1, we describe the general scheme of the pro-
posed architecture that minimizes the joint computing-plus-
communication energy for multimedia processing. Sub-
section 3.2 explains the fundamental components of the
proposed framework. Finally, subsection 3.3 presents the
energy-aware part of the architecture.

3.1 The MMGreen reference architecture

The MMGreen architecture is composed of two components.
The first one, which is shown in the lower part of Fig. 1,
consists of the front-end part of the data center that manages
the incoming workload and is in charge of the configuration
of the cloud data center infrastructure. The second one,
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Fig. 1: The considered MMGreen architecture.

at the top of Fig. 1, consists of the computing resources,
in the form of physical servers connected to the front-end
part by the data center network. Each server consists of a
virtualization layer (that is, the VMs running on the server)
and a physical layer providing the actual computational
resources for the processing of the incoming multimedia
data. Each server connects to the front-end component via
a communicating link through the data center network,
as shown in the figure; the intra-cluster communication is
supported through message passing.

In the front-end we identify a gateway receiving the
incoming workload. Furthermore, we have a management
layer with two components namely Data Chunk Splitter and
Virtual Machine Management/Monitor (VMM). The first
distributes the incoming multimedia data chunks among the
M VMs through the end-to-end links (each bidirectional ar-
rowed line drawn from the Data Chunk Splitter to the VMs
in Fig. 1). The VMM dynamically manages the virtualization
layer to map the available resources onto multiple (possibly
heterogeneous) VMs.

3.2 Computing Resources
The computing resources in the MMGreen architecture are
the data center servers hosting the VMs. The computing
cost is calculated based on the energy consumed during the
processing of chunks of the dispatched workload for each
VM. In this paper, we assume that VMs deployed over a
server can change their share of server resources according
to the model described in [22], that is the typical approach
for the management of private clouds. This model tends to
face conditions of high computational demand by means of
few large VMs instead of many small VMs. This motivates
our simplifying choice to consider just one VM on each
physical server. A server hosting a VM has three general
modes: OFF, active and inactive. In OFF mode, the server
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power is turned OFF. Turning servers ON or OFF is the task
of the long-term management system of the datacenter that
is out of the scope of the current paper. In active mode, the
server is ON and executes tasks. Finally, in inactive mode
the server is ON but does not execute any task. Since the
time for turning a server ON or OFF is relatively high, we
introduce an idle state (inactive mode) for each VM, which
indicates that the VM is not processing data and is in a
low power state, consuming less energy. In our system we
assume that powering ON or OFF a server is a decision
taken by a long-term server consolidation strategy, that must
ensure the ability of the infrastructure to have at every time
enough servers to process the expected maximum incoming
workload for that time period. Hence, the long-term con-
solidation strategy must handle the daily patterns typical
of the workload of most Internet-based services. Multiple
solutions for long-term consolidation strategy are already
available in literature, such as [23], [24]. The focus of our
proposal, instead, is on the fast changes of the workload
intensity, that occur with a time scale of seconds and that
cannot be addressed by traditional server consolidation
solutions.

3.2.1 Workload Model
The workload is modeled as a series of multimedia data
chunks sent from the clients to the cloud platform for pro-
cessing. The considered scenario is the case of applications
for annotating multimedia contents, for example to perform
face recognition and movement tracking from images and
video resources.

We define the length of a data chunk as Ltot [bit]. The
chunk is then split into M quotas (fractions) that must be
assigned to the active VMs and passed over contention-free
parallel end-to-end links to reach each VM for processing.

Data processing of multimedia resources is characterized
by a QoS requirement defined through a SLA in the form of
a maximum time allowed to process the data. Hence, chunk
processing (execution plus communication delay) must be
carried out within a time Tt [s].

3.2.2 VMs and Servers Characterization
In the context of energy-aware resource allocation, the at-
tributes of the generic server i can be defined as:

{f idle
i , fmax

i , P Idle
i , A(i), Ceff (i)}, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, (1)

where f idlei and fmax
i are the idle and maximum CPU fre-

quencies, P Idle
i is the idle CPU power consumption and the

parametersA(i) and Ceff (i) represent the active percentage
of gates and effective capacitance load [25], [26]. As we
consider that each server hosts only one VM, we can refer
the energy-oriented attributes of the i-th physical server
directly to the i-th VM hosted on that server. Furthermore,
for the sake of simplicity we consider a homogeneous data
center, so in the following we remove the reference to
the VM and server i from the notation. We consider that
the i-th VM can process multimedia data according to the
application deployed on the cloud data center. We define
Fmax as the maximum processing rate (in bit/s). Further-
more, we assume to consider a CPU-bound application so
that the CPU frequency of the server is linearly correlated

f0=f
idle

f1

f2

f3

f4

fi

ti,0 ti,1 ti,2 ti,3 ti,4 ti,5

f5=fQ=f
max

Fig. 2: The discrete range of frequencies considered for
VM(i)

to the processing rate. Hence, the processing rate Fmax

corresponds to the CPU frequency fmax.

3.3 Energy Consumptions in MMGreen

In this subsection, we detail the energy model, which is
categorized into three types of energies: ComPutational cost
(denoted CPc), REconfiguration cost (denoted REc), and
CoMmunication cost (denoted CMc).

3.3.1 ComPutational Cost (CPc) in MMGreen

DVFS technique is applied in VMs processors to reduce the
energy consumption by decreasing the VMs frequencies. It
is assumed that each VM can operate at multiple processing
frequencies and each (discrete) frequency is active for a
specific time [27].

In general, DVFS technology allows to work at various
frequencies: Q is the number of frequency segmentations
between the (real) minimum and maximum frequencies
for each VM processor that is able to work with DVFS
technology. For instance, AMD Turion MT-34 can operate at
six frequencies ranging which are from 800 to 1800 MHz
[28], while Crusoe RTM-5800 makes available 5 discrete
frequencies falling into the interval 300 to 933 MHz [29].
Including also the idle state as the lowest frequency, we can
write:

f0 , f idle < f1 < f2 < . . . < fQ , fmax. (2)

The time required to change frequency is limited to
few tens of µs in state-of-the-art DVFS-enabled multi-core
computing platforms [16], [27]. So the current technology
supports change of frequency at run-time to tune the data
processing rate to the data center needs [30]. From a more
practical perspective, in DVFS-based VMs CPU, VM i is able
to work with frequency fj for the duration tij . Hence, Fjtij
is the resulting amount of processed data in bits. As shown
in Fig. 2, each VM can scan its available frequency range
when processing an incoming set of data.

Other components of a system, such as memory, bus,
etc, operate at a single frequency and consume the same
power in both active and idle states [28]. For this reason,
we focus only on the CPU power. According to [25], [26],
the dynamic power consumption Pdyn of each CPU server
(and, consequently, VM) working at frequency f is given by:

Pdyn = ACefffv
2, (3)

whereA,Ceff have already been introduced in the previous
section, while f and v are the CPU frequency and supply
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voltage, respectively. The frequency and the voltage are
correlated to each-other according to Eq. (4) [25], [26].

f = α
(v − vth)2

v
, (4)

where, vth is threshold voltage, which is much lower than
v [25], [26] and α is a constant. Joining Eq. (3) and (4) we
can express instantaneous power consumption as a cubic
function of the frequency f . Hence, if we define P idle ≥ 0
as the power consumption when the VM is in an inactive
state, the total computational cost becomes:

ECPc(i) ,
Q∑

j=0

A′Cefff
3
j tij , i = 1, . . . ,M, (5)

where A′ = A/α, tij is the time period during which
the CPU of the i-th VM is running at frequency fj , ∀i =
1, . . . ,M, j = 0, . . . , Q (Q denoting the discrete frequencies
for each VM in Q+1 discrete ranges).

3.3.2 REconfiguration cost (REc) in MMGreen

The basic task of the VMM is to manage suitable frequency-
scaling mechanisms, to allow the server hosting the VMs
to adjust in real-time their processing frequency fi [31].
We note that switching from frequency f1 to frequency
f2 incurs an energy cost EREc(f1; f2) [Joule] [27], [31].
Although the actual behavior of the switching energy-
function EREc(f1; f2) depends on the adopted DVFS tech-
nique and the underlying physical CPUs [32], any practical
EREc(f1; f2) function typically retains the following (mild)
properties [27], [31]: i) the function EREc(f1; f2) depends on
the absolute frequency gap |f1 − f2| ; ii) EREc(.) vanishes
at f1 = f2 and it is non decreasing in |f1 − f2|; and, iii)
it is jointly convex in f1, f2. A common practical model
that retains the aforementioned formal properties is the
following:

EREc(f1; f2) = ke (f1 − f2)2 [Joule], (6)

where ke Joule/(Hz)2 dictates the energy cost induced by
an unit-size frequency switching. Typical values of ke for
current DVFS-based virtualized computing platforms are
quite low and in the order of few hundreds of µJ perMHz2

[31].
Hence, f1 and f2 are fixed and just related to the defined

discrete ranges of available frequencies for each VM. We
assume that the number of discrete available frequencies is
the same for each VM. According to the fraction of workload
allocated to it, each VM is able to work with some ranges of
discrete frequencies that we called active discrete frequencies.
The switching cost in MMGreen is split into internal and
external costs. The internal cost takes into account the re-
configuration cost of changing the internal-switching among
active discrete frequencies of VM(i), while the external cost
is related to the difference between the first active discrete
frequency for the next incoming workload and the last used
active discrete frequency for the previous workload. For
example, if we consider a VM that has 5 discrete frequencies
and this VM is able to work with the 3 lowest frequencies
based on the assigned fraction of workload, we consider
these three frequencies as a list of active discrete frequencies

for this workload fraction, then calculate internal and exter-
nal frequency differences, and compute the reconfiguration
energy according to eq. (6).

3.3.3 CoMmunication cost (CMc) in MMGreen

In MMGreen model, we assume that each VM communicates
to the scheduler via a dedicated (i.e., contention free) reliable
link that works at the transmission rate of Ri (bit/s), i =
1, . . . ,M .

We assume that the link is bidirectional and sym-
metric [33]. Furthermore, we assume that the one-way
transmission-plus-switching operation over the i-th link
drains a (fixed) power of PCMc

i (Watt). PCMc
i can be

expressed as: PCMc
i ≡ PCMc

T (i)+PCMc
R (i), where PCMc

T (i)
is the power required by the (one-way) transmission and
switching, and PCMc

R (i) is the power demanded by the
received circuit. The actual value of PCMc

i depends on the
switching unit, the noise affecting the i-th link, as well as the
demanded reliability (e.g., the target big error rate or BER
to be attained on the i-th link [34]). In the following, we
assume that the set of link powers

{
PCMc
i , i = 1, . . . ,M

}
is assigned.

About the actual value of PCMc
i , we note that in or-

der to limit the implementation cost, current data centers
utilize off-the-shelf rackmount physical servers which are
interconnected by commodity Fast/Giga Ethernet switches.
Furthermore, they implement TCP protocols to attain end-
to-end reliable communication [35]. In this regard, we note
that the data center-oriented versions of the TCP New Reno
protocol proposed in [35], [36] allow the managed end-
to-end transport connections to operate in the Congestion
Avoidance state during 99.9% of the working time, while
assuring the same end-to-end reliable throughput of the
TCP New Reno protocol. Therefore, the communication
power cost of the proposed model can be simplified as in
[35], [36], [37]:

PCMc
i (Ri) = Ωi

(
RTTiRi

)2
+ P idle

i , i = 1, . . . ,M, (7)

where Ωi , 1
gi

(
1

MSS

√
2v
3

)2
i = 1, . . . ,M ; MSS [bit]

is the maximum segment size; v ∈ {1, 2} is the number
of per-ACK acknowledged segments; gi [Watt−1[ is the
coding gain-to-receive noise power ratio of the i-th end-
to-end connection; RTTi is the average round-trip-time of
the i-th end-to-end connection (e.g., RTTi less than 1ms in
typical data centers [36]); and P Idle

i is the idle power cost
for the i-th end-to-end link.

Hence, the corresponding one-way transmission delay

equates: D(i) =
Q∑

j=1
Fjtij/Ri, so that the corresponding

one-way communication energy ECMc(i) is:

ECMc(i) , PCMc
i (Ri)

( Q∑
j=1

Fjtij
Ri

)
[Joule]. (8)

Specifically, the energy consumption of end-to-end link
does not effect the policy of computation, and is completely
independent. Table 1 summarizes the notations used in the
paper.
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TABLE 1: Notation

Symbol Meaning/Role

fi [MHz] CPU frequency of server hosting VM(i)
fmax
i [MHz] Max CPU frequency of server hosting VM(i)

f idle
i [bit/s] Idle fixed frequency for VM(i)

Fj [bit/s] Computing rate for CPU at frequency fj
Ltot [Mbit] Data chunk size
Ri [bit/s] Communication rate of the i-th link
Rt [bit/s] Aggregate communication rate of the LAN
T [s] Per-chunk maximum allowed computing time
tij [s] Computing time for VM(i) at Fj

Tt [s] Per-chunk maximum allowed total time
ECPc(i)[Joule] Computing energy consumed for VM(i)
EREc(i)[Joule] Reconfiguration cost for VM(i)
ECMc(i)[Joule] Network energy consumed for i-th link
P idle
i [Watt] Idle power for i-th link

P Idle[Watt] Idle power for each CPU

4 MMGreen OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM AND SOLU-
TION

In this section we introduce MMGreen, our adaptive joint
computing-plus-communication framework for resource al-
location, that takes into account DVFS-based active dis-
crete frequencies and their time fractions for each VM.
Specifically, this problem aims at properly tuning the
workload fractions {Fjtij , i = 1, . . . ,M, j = 0, . . . , Q}
and the end-to-end link data transferring rates {Ri, i =
1, . . . ,M} to minimize the overall resulting computing-
plus-communication energy, formally defined as:

Etot ,
M∑
i=1

ECPc(i) +

M∑
i=1

EREc(i) +

M∑
i=1

ECMc(i) [Joule], (9)

where EREc(i) is the reconfiguration cost of VM(i) under
the SLA constraint Tt on the allowed per-chunk processing
and communication time. The last term of (9) depends,
in turn, on the (one-way) delays {D(i), i = 1 . . .M} in-
troduced by the Virtual LAN (Fig. 1 end-to-end virtual
links). We recall that our proposal takes into account the
use of DVFS technologies, so we consider that the operating
frequency of each VM lies in a limited ranges of discrete
frequencies. So the effect of operating at an optimal fre-
quency is achieved by switching the VMs CPU frequen-
cies over the possible values for different time durations.
However, the presence of a specific range of discrete fre-
quencies introduces a non-convexity in the problem that we
address as follows: each VM moves from one of its discrete
frequencies to the next one for processing the assigned
workload; hence, the time is divided into Q + 1 discrete
unknown time variables. Therefore, for each VM we have
the known vector of frequencies and the unknown vector of
the corresponding time periods, where each element of the
vector (i.e., tij for j-th time period of VM(i)) represents
the length of the period during which the VM i works
at frequency fj . The system keeps the list of the active
servers to decide for the next incoming workload arriving
from the gateway. This information is necessary to distribute
the incoming multimedia data chunks across the available
servers, to minimize the average consumed energy while
respecting the constraints on the execution time. From a

formal perspective, the Objective Problem (OP) assumes the
following form:

min
{Ri, tij}

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=0

(
ACefff

3
j tij

)
+

M∑
i=1

EREc(i)+ (10.1)

+
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

2PCMc
i (Ri)

(
Fjtij
Ri

)
,

subject to:
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

Fjtij = Ltot, (10.2)

Q∑
j=1

tij ≤ T, i = 1, . . . ,M, (10.3)

Q∑
j=1

2Fjtij
Ri

+ T ≤ Tt, i = 1, . . . ,M, (10.4)

M∑
i=1

Ri ≤ Rt. (10.5)

The above optimization problem can be understood as
follows. Eq. (10.1) represents the joint computing-plus-
communication cost, which takes into account the VMs
frequency switching cost for each incoming workload. The
equality in (10.2) states that the summation of products of
the processing rates by their duration for all VMs should
be equal to the incoming workload Ltot. The inequalities
(10.3) and (10.4) introduce a parameter T that is the max-
imum time for the computation. The overall computing-
plus-communication time, that is the object of the SLA, is
thus split in two contributions detailed in constraints (10.3)
and (10.4). Specifically (10.3) introduces a constraint on the
computational time, while (10.4) refers to the communica-
tion time.

The inequality in (10.5) assures the amount of data
transferred through the data center does not exceed the
overall data center network capacity. This equation works
like a water-filling problem in order to control aggregate
end-to-end link bandwidth load balancing and adjust the
bandwidth for each VM according to their assigned work-
load fractions.

The overall problem is non-convex because of the non-
convexity of the communication terms of the objective
function in (10.1). Note that the rest of the constraints are
affine or can be easily written in convex form in their
considered range. For this reason, we choose to split these
three different activities (e.g., computation, reconfiguration
of frequencies and communication) and schedule them sep-
arately for an efficient execution. Hence, we consider three
tasks to be considered: Computation-aware, Communication-
aware, and Reconfiguration-aware tasks.

From a Computation-aware point of view, we can simply
write the computation optimizing problem as follows:

min
tij

ACeff

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=0

f3
i tij , (11)

subject to (10.2), (10.3). (11.1)
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On the basis of this observation, eq. (11) is linear in the
control variable tij and can be easily solved based on two
constraints (10.2), (10.3). We can solve this linear problem by
the equation system reported in the Appendix A.

From a Communication-aware point of view, the third
term in (10.1) is non-convex in the variables Ri and Fjtij .
Formally speaking, for any assigned nonnegative vector−−→
Fjtij of the workload fractions (chunk sizes), CMc is
generally non-convex in the communication rate variables
{Ri, i = 1, . . . ,M}, and the resulting optimization problem
is:

min
Ri

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

2PCMc
i (Ri)

(
Fijtij
Ri

)
, (12)

subject to (10.4) and (10.5). (12.1)

It is proved in Proposition 1 that this problem can be
expressed in the convex form reported below.

Proposition 1. The expression of ECMc can be put in the
following form (see the Appendix B for the proof):

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

2PCMc
i (Ri)

(
Fjtij
Ri

)
=

(Tt − T )
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

PCMc
i

(
2Fjtij
Tt − T

)
.

(13)

The following Proposition 2 describes the feasibility con-
ditions for the optimization problem in (9).

Proposition 2. The following set of conditions is necessary
and sufficient for the feasibility of the optimization problem in
(10.1)-(10.5) (see the Appendix C for the proof):

Ltot ≤ Rt
(Tt − T )

2
, (14.1)

Ltot ≤
M∑
i=1

TFQ. (14.2)

From a Reconfiguration-aware point of view, the second
term in (10.1) (i.e., EREc(i)) can be split into two reconfig-
uration costs. The first one is the cost of changing discrete
frequencies of VM(i) from fj to fj+k (i.e., k steps move-
ment to reach to the next active discrete frequency) and span
ti(j+k) seconds. The second cost is the reconfiguration cost
for the switching from the current active discrete frequency of
VM(i) to the first active discrete frequency of VM(i) in the
next slot time. Note that active discrete frequencies are found
based on their related times-quota variables. In other words,
an active discrete frequency fj for VM i is characterized by
tij > 0. We use the FCFS (First Come, First Serve) technique
for visiting each frequency in the active discrete frequency
list of VM i: it means that we start from the first active dis-
crete frequency, fik, and move to the second active discrete
frequency in the list, fi(k+1). Therefore, we calculate the
difference as follows: ∆fik , fi(k+1)−fik, and the resulting
reconfiguration cost is ke∆f2ik. We continue until the end
of the active frequency list. If we consider homogeneous
VMs, the total cost of internal-switching for all VMs is:
ke
∑M

i=1

∑K
k=0(∆f2ik), where k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,K}, K ≤ Q

is the number of active discrete frequencies for VM i

(the internal reconfiguration cost). On the other hand, the
external-switching cost is calculated as multiplication of
ke with the quadratic differences between the last active
discrete frequency of VM i for the current workload and
the primary active discrete frequency of VM i in the next
incoming workload, which is denoted as Ext Cost (the
external reconfiguration cost). In a nutshell, the total re-
configuration energy can be written as:

∑M
i=1 EREc(i) =

ke
∑M

i=1

∑K
k=0(∆fik)2 + ke

∑M
i=1Ext Cost. In the worst

case, K = Q, we need to move Q steps to f0. In this case,
we need to visit all the possible active discrete frequencies
of each VM i (internal-switching cost: ke M

∑Q
k=0(∆fk)2);

external-switching cost: ke M(f tQ − f t−10 )2, where t is the
current time and (t − 1) is the previous time (refers to the
incoming workload in the previous time slot), and f tQ and
f t−10 express the maximum discrete frequency of each VM
(i.e., we assume VMs are homogeneous) and idle discrete
frequency (the first frequency range of each VM) while the
VM received the t-th workload and the (t− 1)-th workload,
respectively.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of the MMGreen
computing-plus-communication optimization framework
for a set of offered workloads, and compares the simulation
results with alternative solutions based on the Lyapunov
method [10], the Networked Data Centers (NetDC) [21] and
the Hybrid NetDC [20] approaches. It is worth to note that
the last two solutions take into account reconfiguration and
communication costs; on the other hand, Hybrid NetDC com-
pared to NetDC has higher energy consumption in terms of
energy provisioning due to the fixed end-to-end link power
for each VMs. We also tested MMGreen with one of the
most commonly adopted solutions: the STAtic Scheduler
(STAS) [16].

5.1 Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the computing-plus-communication
energy Ētot consumed by the proposed MMGreen solution,
we implemented a prototype of the adaptive framework as
part of a simulated cloud environment. The prototype is
based on a paravirtualized environment using Xen 3.3 as
VMM and Linux 2.6.18 as guest OS kernel. The framework
is implemented at the driver domain (i.e., Dom0) of the
legacy Xen 3.3. Out of approximately 1100 lines code needed
for implementing the framework, 45% is directly based on
the existing Xen/Linux code. The reused code includes part
of the Linux’s TCP New Reno congestion control suite and
Xen’s I/O buffer management.

The simulator, namely TEST-DVFS, works by using CVX
solver, the state-of-the-art Stanford optimizing solver over
Matlab [38]. TEST-DVFS simulates the algorithm in DVFS-
enabled data centers by enabling DVFS functionalities not
only for the components performance model but also for
the offered workloads and energy models.

5.1.1 TEST-DVFS implementation
The goal of the implemented testbed is to demonstrate
the effectiveness of MMGreen framework in reducing
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computing-plus-communication energy compared to the
other available techniques, and to support a sensitivity
analysis with respect to its parameters.

The TEST-DVFS testbed consists of the following mod-
ules:

1) Workload module: This module is developed to sim-
ulate various types of offered workloads that can
be either parameter-based synthetic workloads or a
real trace;

2) Component module: All the considered components
of the system (e.g., VMs, channels, DVFS - see Fig.
1) are implemented in this module;

3) Working module: The working module focuses on
the energy model, scheduling types and network
topology.

5.1.2 Test Workload

In this performance evaluation we consider both a synthetic
and a realistic workload. For both workloads, we assume
that client requests for processing multimedia data arrive at
the data center, and each request refers to the processing of
a data chunk.

For the synthetic workload, Tables 2 and 3 summarize
the test parameters for the TEST-DVFS simulator: Table 2
lists the parameters with fixed values, while Table 3 shows
the ranges of the parameter values used for the sensitiv-
ity analysis, with their default values. Values of frame-
work parameters come from studies in [39], [40], and a
preliminary set of test validets the energy consumption
results of our simulator against data from real servers3.
Values related to workload application parameters (Ltot

and Peak-to-Mean Ratio (PMR)) refer to a multimedia-
oriented application that provides an annotation service for
images. Specifically, the considered application receives as
input a set of high resolution JPEG images (possibly part
of an MJPEG video stream) and performs a task of face
detection using the Viola-Jones algorithm [41]. The faces
recognized by the application are marked in the image
and an out data stream is sent back to the clients. Using
a prototype implementation of the application we also mea-
sured the processing rates for different frequencies on an
Intel Nehalem Quad-core Processor [27] system (parame-
ter F in Table 2). In order to account for the effects of
the reconfiguration costs and the time-fluctuations of the
offered workload on the energy performance of the tested
solutions, as in [10], we model the synthetic workload as an
independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random sequence
{Ltot(m),m = 0, 1, . . .}, (where m is the index of input
chunk), whose sizes are uniformly distributed over the
interval [max(0, Ltot(2− PMR)), LtotPMR].

It is worth to note that a qualifying point of our exper-
imental setup is to consider different values for the PMR
parameter, in order to evaluate the case of highly variable
workloads that are typical of modern data centers hosting
multimedia-oriented applications. Testing the sensitivity of
the performance of the proposed framework to the PMR of
the offered workload is one of the goals of these simulations.

3. https://www.energystar.gov/ia/products/prod˙lists/enterprise
servers prod list.xls

TABLE 2: Fixed parameters test values

Parameter

Rt = 10 [Gb/s] Tt = 5 [s]
F={0.65, 8.12, 9.27, 11.01, 11.60} [Mb/s] A = 1
f={0.15, 1.86, 2.13, 2.53, 2.66} [GHz] Q = 4
RTT i = 700 [µs] Ceff = 1
P idle
i = 5 [mW ] P Idle = 5 [W ]
Ltot = 90 Gbit

TABLE 3: Variable parameters test values

Parameter Range Default Unit

M {5000 : 500 : 8000} 5000 -
T {1.25 : 0.25 : 4} 3 s
ke {0.005, 0.05, 0.5} 0.005 J/(Mbit/s)2

Ωi {0.5, 5, 50} 5 mW
PMR {1.5 : 1 : 3.5} 1.5 -
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Fig. 3: Cumulative distribution of realistic workload

Our performance evaluation also considers a realistic
workload based on the traces coming from [42]. In partic-
ular, we consider the traces related to EDU1 data center,
that describe the activity of a real data center processing big
amount of data, including multimedia applications. Fig. 3
shows the cumulative distribution of Ltot for the realistic
workload, which is characterized by Ltot = 54.27 Gbit
and PMR = 3.79. As for the framework parameters, we
consider the values described in Tables 2 and 3.

It is worth to note that another qualifying point of our
experiments is to consider for both workloads a variable
number of VMs. We recall that powering ON or OFF a server
is a decision taken by a long-term server consolidation strat-
egy: evaluating the performance of the framework for dif-
ferent numbers of VMs is important because the framework
is not always guaranteed to work with an optimal number
of active VMs for the incoming workload. In all experiments
each tested point has been evaluated by averaging over 1000
independent runs.

5.2 Performance Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of MMGreen
with NetDC [21], Lyapunov [10] and Hybrid NetDC [20] alter-
natives in terms of energy-savings for both the synthetic and
realistic workloads previously introduced. We highlight that
the NetDC and Lyapunov frameworks are not solutions that
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Fig. 4: Performance comparison: synthetic workload

can be directly implemented in a real system, because they
consider that CPU frequency may assume any value within
a given operating range and do not take into account the
presence of a limited set of available operating frequencies
for every CPU. For these reasons, we consider the energy
consumptions achieved by these frameworks as purely
theoretical results. On the other hand, the Hybrid NetDC
implements the solution of OP , that is the constrained
minimization problem in (10.1)-(10.5) over the variable {tij}
with Ri = Rt and provides a solution that can be applied to
real systems.

5.2.1 Synthetic Workload
In the first comparison, we consider the standard scenario
described in Section 5.1.2 for the synthetic workload and
we compare the energy consumption of the considered
solutions.

The plot of Fig. 4 shows the per-VM total energy Etot for
the considered frameworks as the number of VMs grows
to 5000 to 10000. The curves in the graph clearly show
that the energy consumption of the different solutions can
span over nearly one order of magnitude, with the Hy-
brid NetDC framework providing worse results than the
alternatives. This poor performance can be explained by
considering that the Hybrid NetDC is not taking into account
the communication costs, and this leads to an explosion
of communication-related energy that is concentrated in
short bursts where the link utilization is maximum. The
other frameworks, which are aware of communication costs,
achieve significant energy savings. The Lyapunov framework
achieves an energy consumption that is 18% to 64% higher
when compared to the MMGreen alternative, confirming the
advantage of considering periodic reconfiguration of the
operating CPU frequency. Finally, the NetDC framework
achieves the best performance. However, this optimal result
is based on the unrealistic assumption that CPU can operate
at any frequency within an allowed range instead of consid-
ering just a discrete set of values. Hence, this result should
be considered as a theoretical lower bound for the energy
consumption.

A second analysis takes into account the static scheduler
(STAS), that is commonly used in cloud data centers [16]. In-
deed, current virtualized data centers usually rely on static
resource provisioning, where, by design, a fixed number of
VMs constantly run at the highest possible frequency fmax

i

(corresponding to the maximum processing rate Fmax
i ) [33].

TABLE 4: Energy savings attained by MMGreen, Lyapunov
and HybridNetDC over STAS

PMR MMGreen Lyapunov HybridNetDC

1.5 61% 50% 37%
2.5 59% 47% 33%
3.5 57% 41% 28%

The goal is to constantly provide the computing capacity
needed for satisfying the peak input workload, that is
Ltot · PMR (Mbit). It is worth to note that, although the
STAS solution does not experience reconfiguration costs,
the approach induces resource overbooking and wastes a
significant amount of energy, because CPU runs at the
maximum frequency even when the workload is far from
the peak conditions. However, the capacity planning studies
in [33] refer to static schedulers and this provides an addi-
tional motivation for considering the energy performance
of the STAS as a benchmark. Table 4 reports the average
energy savings provided by the MMGreen, Lyapunov and
HybridNetDC frameworks over the static one (STAS) for
the basic experimental scenario described Section 5.1.2. The

energy savings of a frameworks S is defined as E
STAS
tot −EStot
ESTAS
tot

.
In order to guarantee a fair comparison of the different

solutions, the numerical results of Table 4 have been eval-
uated by forcing the aforementioned frameworks to utilize
the same number of VMs used by the STAS scheduler.

If we look at the results in Table 4 we observe three
significant facts. First, the average energy saving of the
MMGreen framework over the STAS alternative is in the
order of 60% even considering the discrete processing fre-
quencies and the related reconfiguration energy overhead.
This result confirms that MMGreen is an effective solution
to cope with the sudden time-variations exhibited by the
workload. Second, if we compare the MMGreen solution
with the other considered alternatives, we achieve a sig-
nificantly higher energy saving (higher than 20%). Third,
as the PMR increases, the energy saving is reduced. This
last effect can be explained considering that, as PMR grows,
every considered framework must configure the system to
increase the CPU frequency (although this may occur for
short periods of time). This behavior clearly reduces the
difference with the STAS scheduler that always run at the
highest CPU frequency, thus explaining the reduction in
energy saving. However, we remark that even as PMR
increases, the MMGreen framework outperforms the other
considered alternatives.

5.2.2 Realistic Workload
The last comparison among multiple frameworks is based
on the realistic workload introduced in Section 5.1.2. We
aim to validate our previous findings on the energy con-
sumption under a realistic scenario that is characterized
by a significantly high variance in the workload intensity
(as testified by the higher PMR exhibited by the realistic
workload).

Fig. 5 provides a view on how Etot changes with the
number of VMs for the various considered frameworks.
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A comparison with Fig. 4 shows that the overall energy
consumption tends to be lower for the realistic scenario
compared with the synthetic one even if the latter has a
lower peak value for Ltot. This counterintuitive effect can be
explained considering that the realistic workload, even if it
shows significant intensity peaks, has an average value for
Ltot significantly lower compared with the synthetic one.
However, even with this higher variability, the conclusion
of the comparison remains the same as the previous section:
the MMGreen is the best alternative, excluding the theoreti-
cal bound provided by the NetDC framework.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis of MMGreen
In order to fully evaluate the MMGreen framework, we test
our proposal under various operating scenarios detailed
in the following subsections to understand how the data
center characteristics and the framework parameters affect
its performance.

5.3.1 Sensitivity to Dynamic Reconfiguration Parameters
The first experiment focuses on the impact of dynamic
frequency reconfiguration for different numbers of VMs
and for the different values of the parameter ke. We recall
that ke is the parameter affecting the weight of energy
reconfiguration in DVFS-enabled CPUs. The values of ke
considered in our experiments are reported in Table 3 and
span over two orders of magnitude to encompass a wide
range of scenarios. Specifically, Fig. 6a shows the effects
of the reconfiguration cost on the per-VM total energy
Etot, while Fig. 6b provides a detail of the reconfiguration
contribution EREc to the total energy Etot. The Fig. 6a shows
that, as ke grows, the power consumption grows, as testifies
by the neatly stacked curves in the figure. This effect is even
more evident if we look at Fig. 6b where the reconfiguration
contribution EREc drops as ke decreases.

A second important result is that, as the number of
VMs grows, the VMs tend to operate at lower frequencies
with a twofold effect. First, the per-VM energy is reduced
due to the non-linear relationship between frequency and
power consumption (this effect is clearly shown by the total
energy curves in Fig. 6a). Second, less frequency switches
are required (with a consequent reduction of EREc shown
in Fig. 6b), because the VMs do not have to explore the full
spectrum of available frequencies but can operate just at the
lowest values of fj .
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5.3.2 Sensitivity to Communication Parameters

The second experiment focuses on the impact of commu-
nication parameters over the energy consumption in MM-
Green.

Fig. 7 provides an analysis of per-VM ECMc for different
Ωi values; we recall that Ωi is the power consumption to
transmit one bit of data every RTT in the data center net-
work. We consider both an homogeneous data center (with
two different values of Ωi) and an heterogeneous data center
where Ωi can change across different VMs, as described in
Tab 3. From Fig. 7 we observe that the parameter Ωi has a
major impact on the energy consumption of the data cen-
ter for communication, with the two homogeneous nodes
achieving the highest and lowest energy consumptions and
the heterogeneous scenario obtaining a value in between
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the two extremes. Furthermore, we observe that, as the
computational tasks can be distributed over multiple VMs,
the energy consumption is reduced due to the sharing of
the incoming load over multiple VMs. This results in a
double effect of reducing the amount of per-VM data to
exchange and reducing the exchange data rate of the VMs
network interfaces with a consequent benefit on the energy
consumption.

5.3.3 Sensitivity to Maximum Computation Time
We now evaluate how the T parameter (that is the time
reserved for computation) affects the performance of the
MMGreen framework. Specifically, we evaluate energy con-
sumption for different values of the T/Tt ratio and for
different values of Peak-to-Mean Ratio (PMR) according to
Tab. 3. In order to allow for a large value of PMR, in this
specific experiment we reduce the average workload size to
Ltot = 45Gbit.
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Fig. 8a shows the per-VM total energy consumption Etot
for different PMR and T/Tt values. If we compare the three
curves for the different considered PMR, we observe that
increasing the PMR, and thus the variance of the incoming
workload, has a twofold effect. First, it increases the overall
power consumption, because the data center must use for
longer periods of time the highest CPU frequencies to cope
with the workload peaks. For example, if we compare the
curve of PMR=3.5 with the curve for 1.5 (the two extreme
cases), we observe that the first is characterized by an
energy consumption that is at least 60% higher with respect
to the less variable workload. Second, the viability range,
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Fig. 9: Time breakdown for different operating frequencies

that is the set of values of T/Tt for which our framework
can find a solution is reduced as PMR grows. Indeed, for
high values of PMR, the highest peaks of data cannot be
processed satisfying constraint 10.3 when the T is too low.
For example, for PMR=3.5 we have that T/Tt < 0.55 results
in SLA violation for the largest values of Ltot. On the other
hand, as PMR=1.5 does not involve the service of large
chunk of data, we can reach values of T/Tt as low as 0.25.

If we focus on the curve marked with the black squares
(PMR=1.5) we observe that energy consumption follows a
concave behavior as a function of T/Tt. The reasons for
this behavior can be better understood focusing on Fig. 8b,
that reports the three components of Etot. As expected, the
computational contribution ECPc tends to be higher than
the other components, however, it is affected by the value of
T/Tt: specifically, ECPc is higher for low values of T/Tt and
then decreases as the computation can be spread over longer
times and the CPU can run the highest frequencies for less
time. On the other hand, the communication contribution
ECMc is not negligible and has an exactly opposite behavior,
because for lower values of T/Tt the data center can spread
communication over long time periods, while as T/Tt grows
the data rate must increase, resulting in higher energy con-
sumption for data transfer. Finally, the reconfiguration cost
remains almost constant for the different considered values
of T/Tt. The contribution of these three terms explains the
resulting total energy curve because energy consumption is
dominated by the computation contribution at the lowest
extreme of T/Tt and by the communication contribution at
the other end. The default value used throughout the exper-
iments is an intermediate value that corresponds to the best
time division between computation and communication.

As a final analysis, we focus on evaluating the impact
of the reduction of T/Tt on the computation-related compo-
nent of the energy. To this aim, Fig. 9 provides a breakdown
of the time spent operating at each discrete frequency for
different values of T/Tt (again we refer to the standard
case where PMR=1.5). We observe that, as T/Tt is reduced,
the time spent operating at the highest frequencies grows.
As T/Tt exceeds 0.5 the highest frequency is no longer
used, and for T/Tt > 0.6 only the two lowest frequencies
are used to serve the incoming requests. This insight is a
further confirmation of our initial claim that reducing the
time for computation forces the framework to have the
VMs operating at higher frequencies for longer times, thus
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resulting in higher energy consumption.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the MMGreen optimization
framework for a joint adaptive allocation of computing and
communication rates in energy-efficient data centers for
multimedia data processing. Although the resulting opti-
mization problem is inherently non convex, we exploited its
loosely coupled structure to achieve an analytical solution
of the problem. Our experiments with both synthetic and
realistic workloads confirm that MMGreen outperforms any
other alternative that can be applied to a DVFS-enabled
data center, with an energy saving up to more than 60%
compared to the static solutions often used in data centers,
where the CPU operating frequency is not adjusted to match
the incoming workload. Our performance analysis provides
also a detailed insight on the impact of the algorithm and
model parameters on the overall performance of the pro-
posed framework.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATIONS OF THE OP SOLUTION

Since the constraint in (10.3) is already accounted for by
the feasibility condition (B.6), without loss of optimality,
we may directly focus on the solution of the optimization
problem in (10.1) under the constraints in (10.2), (10.4),
(10.5). Since this problem is strictly convex and all its con-
straints are linear, the Slater’s qualification conditions hold
[43, chap.5]. We observe that each power-rate function in
the third term of (10.1) is non decreasing for: Fijtij ≥ 0,
so that, without loss of optimality, we may replace the
equality constraint in (10.2) by the following equivalent
one:

∑M
i=1

∑Q
j=1 Fijtij ≥ Ltot. Moreover, the frequencies

for each VM is known so it plays the role of a coefficient.
Therefore, the OP may be simplified as follows:

min
tij

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=0

(
ACefff

3
j tij

)
+

M∑
i=1

EREc(i) (A.1.1)

+
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

(Tt − T )PCMc
i

(
2Fjtij
Tt − T

)
,

s.t.:
Q∑

j=0

tij − T = 0, i = 1, . . . ,M, (A.1.2)

Ltot −
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

Fjtij = 0, (A.1.3)

tij − T ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . ,M, j = 0, . . . , Q. (A.1.4)

After denoting the objective function in (A.1.1) by Z({tij}),
we have: Z({tij}) , (A.1.1). The partial derivative of Z(.)
with respect to tij is given by

∂Z(.)

∂tij
= ACefff

3
j + (Tt − T )

∂PCMc
i (.)

∂tij
,

i = 1, . . . ,M, j = 0, . . . , Q.

(A.2)

Hence, the Z(.) is linear and by equating the partial deriva-
tives of (A.2) to zero, we can solve the resulting algebraic
equation with respect to tij . In this way, we calculate the

M(Q + 1) variables by solving the aforementioned linear
problem, which is the same as the Gauss-Jordan system
which is produced by the M equations in (A.1.2) and the
equations in (A.1.3) and (A.2).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Let {R∗i

(−−→
Fjtij

)
, i = 1, . . . ,M} be the optimal solution of

the eq. (12), and let

C ,

(−−→Fjtij
)
∈ (R+

0 )M :

 Q∑
j=1

Fjtij/R
∗
i

(−−→
Fjtij

) ≤
(Tt − T )/2, i = {1, 2, . . . ,M}, j = {1, 2, . . . , Q};
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

R∗i

(−−→
Fjtij

)
≤ Rt

 ,

(B.1)

be the region of nonnegative M -dimensional Euclidean
space constituted by all

−−→
Fjtij vectors meeting the constraints

in (10.4) and (10.5). For the feasibility of (12) we have that:

i) the CMc in (12) is feasible if and only if the vector−−→
Fjtij meets the following condition:

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

Fjtij ≤ (Rt(Tt − T ))/2; (B.2)

ii) the solution of the CMc is given by the following
closed-form expression:

R∗i

(−−→
Fjtij

)
≡ R∗i

(
Q∑

j=1

Fjtij

)
≡

(
Q∑

j=1

2Fjtij/(Tt − T )

)
, i = 1, . . . ,M.

(B.3)

For any assigned
−−→
Fjtij , the objective function in (12) is

the summation of M(Q + 1) nonnegative terms, where
the ij-th term depends only on Ri for all j. Thus, being
the objective function in (12) separable, its minimization
may be carried out component-wise. Since the ij-th term
in (12) is increasing in Ri and the constraints in (10.4)
and (10.5) must be met, the ij-th minimum is attained
when the constraints in (10.4) and (10.5) are binding, and
this proves the validity of (B.2). Finally, the set of rates in
(B.3) is feasible for the CMc if and only if the constraint in
(10.5) is met, and this proves the validity of the feasibility
condition in (B.3). Moreover, the end-to-end links power
cost:

∑Q
j=1 2PCMc

i (Ri) (Fjtij/Ri) is continuous, nonnega-
tive and nondecreasing for Ri > 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, with
the multi-variable coefficient which can be feasible if only
the following equation holds (i.e., we use ”→” which means
implies):

Q∑
j=1

2Fjtij
Ri

+ T ≤ Tt →

(
Q∑

j=1

Fjtij
Ri

)
≤ (Tt − T )

2
. (B.4)

Equation (B.4) is obtained by manipulating equation (10.4).
To make the optimization problem easier to solve, we recast
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the second control variable by rewriting Ri as a function of
tij as follows:

Q∑
j=1

2Fjtij
Ri

+ T ≤ Tt → Ri ≥
Q∑

j=1

(
2Fjtij
Tt − T

)
. (B.5)

So, we can introduce equations (B.4) and (B.5) into the third
term of the objective function in (10.1), in order to attain the
following formula:

M∑
i=1

2PCMc
i (Ri)

 Q∑
j=1

Fjtij
Ri

 =

(Tt − T )
M∑
i=1

PCMc
i

 Q∑
j=1

2Fjtij
Tt − T

 .
(B.6)

To recap, the end-to-end link function ECMc which is based
on two control variables (G(Ri; tij)) can be written as in:

ECMc(i) = G (Ri; tij) , H(tij). (B.7)

The new formula for energy-aware communication end-to-
end link just depends on the summation of time variables
for each VM and the main function (H(.)) can be written
according to the equation (7). Thus, this proves the third
term in (10.1) is convex.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Eq. (14.1) stems from the constraint in equation (10.4) as
detailed below:

Q∑
j=1

2Fjtij
Ri

+ T ≤ Tt
(a)→

Q∑
j=1

Fjtij ≤
(Tt − T )

2
Ri

(b)→

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

Fjtij ≤
(Tt − T )

2

M∑
i=1

Ri
(c)→ Ltot ≤ Rt

(Tt − T )

2
,

(C.1)

where in (a), we swap the equation positions and calculate∑Q
j=1 Fjtij based on Ri; in (b), the left term (which is

positive) is less than the right term (which is positive too).
Therefore, we derive the summation for all discrete time
fractions, and this equation can be derived and expanded;

finally, in (c), the left hand of the inequality:
M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

Fjtij

is equal to Ltot and the right hand inequality,
M∑
i=1

Ri, stems

from the equation (10.5) which is less than Rt and it is obvi-
ous that left hand of the equation is less than Rt(Tt − T )/2.
We next prove the second part of (14).

To prove the eq. (14.2), we start from (10.3). Thus, we
have:

Q∑
j=0

tij = T
(d)→

Q∑
j=1

tij ≤ T
(e)→ Fmax

i

Q∑
j=1

tij ≤ TFQ
(f)→

M∑
i=1

(
FQ

Q∑
j=1

tij

)
≤

M∑
i=1

(TFQ)
(g)→

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

(Fjtij) ≤
M∑
i=1

(
FQ

Q∑
j=1

tij

)
≤

M∑
i=1

(TFQ)
(h)→

M∑
i=1

Q∑
j=1

(Fjtij) ≤
M∑
i=1

TFQ
(i)→ Ltot ≤

M∑
i=1

TFQ,

(C.2)

In eq. (C.2), we have that: (d) holds, because the summation
of the VM’s time fractions should be equal or less than
the total hard-limit assigned for each server; (e) and (f)
represent the summation over M VMs for the calculated
inequality; (g) shows that the left hand side of the inequality
achieved after (f) is higher than the constraint in (10.2) and
(h) indicates that this inequality can be simplified as the
result of (i). This proves the validity of (14.2).
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